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The general relativity is invariant under general coordinate transformations like x !
x
0
= x + (x). One can still dene a convenient covariant derivative under a general



















is the Christoel symbol or \connection".



















redenition of the 

(x) parameter. We obtain the gauge transformation imposed on the
eld h

(x) such as innitesimal version in the Minkowsky space under GCT's (general
transformation of coordinates).
How do we consider the interaction between gravitation and other elds? The general
recipe is to introduce new elds and to dene an appropriate covariant derivative that
includes such an interaction.
In general there are two ways to follow: Firstly, we can use the coupling between
gravitation and other elds. In this case the gravitational eld is only a background
for other elds. The scenario is geometrical as for gravity which acts as a background
eld. There is no \interaction" as is the case for the electromagnetic theory, quantum
chromodynamics or even in the perturbative quantum gravity. On the other hand we can
introduce a at space time and attack the problem using the perturbative approach. If
we wish to interpret the elds as particles associated with that eld we need to introduce
a local Lorentz manifold to bring in a specic interactions. It is true, in particular if we
wish to analyse the interaction between gravitation and spinor elds. The interaction
cannot be introduced directly in curved space time for the spinor eld. It's necessary to
look for a local Lorentz manifold rather than the global manifold as in space time.
This point is emphasized, in particular, for the special case of Liouville-Vlasov equa-
3tion. We believe that the correct way to introduce the eect of gravitational eld in that
equation is by dening an appropriate covariant derivative in a local Lorentz manifold
against the point of view that one can dene the gravitational eect on Vlasov equation
directly in curved space time. The latter is written as follows.
We analyse the interaction between gravitation and spinor elds using the vierbein
eld and the local Lorentz group as our support. As a second example we present the
coupling between matter-Maxwell and gravitation elds. The following example is the
U(1) gauge group generalized to the case of, SO(N) model coupled to gravity and spinor-
vector eld (Rarita-Schwinger). In all cases the interaction is seen on a local Lorentz
manifold where it is possible to nd a spin connection, and in some cases, to nd the
\torsion" associated with such a model.
Finally, the Liouville-Vlasov equation is discussed and the eect of gravitational eld
on that equation is analysed. We argue here that it is impossible to dene a covariant
derivative for the Vlasov equation if  (q; p) means the Wigner function associated with
the spinor eld. The fundamental reason for it is that the symmetry group of general
relativity is incompatible with the presence of spinors [2]; but we can do that only in
a local Lorentz manifold where both the Vierbein and spin connection are dened. We
start by remembering that the concept of spin 1=2 eld makes sense only in a tangent at
























































are the Vierbein eld with two indices; one space time index a, , varying from





meaning the local Dirac matrices and B
ab

being the spin connection.
The interaction between gravitation and fermionic eld can be seen immediately from
















Thus, the \e" in eq. (1) means the determinant of the metric. The Dirac equation coupled







 m) (x) = 0 (5)

















































R = 0 xes e
a

(x) exactly; then we have that B
ab

shall be xed too.
The gravitational degree of freedom is carried by Vierbein. All information about




One may see clearly that the kinetic term of the fermionic lagrangean contributes to
the equation of motion for the spin connection and we can show that the presence of the














 [; ] : (8)
5where [a; b] here means symmetrization and the right hand side represents the fermionic
density.
The interaction between matter-Maxwell and gravita-
tional elds

















  ] (9)
where r











being the covariant derivative as in eq. (3), A

(x) is the vector potential, q is a
coupling constant associated with the U(1) symmetry and g is another coupling constant
linking the local Lorentz group. The action is invariant under local Lorentz group, GCT's
(transformation coordinates group) and U(1) symmetry simultaneously.
A term is needed that gives the dynamics for the gauge degree of freedom (Maxwell
























  ] (11)
The U(1) case generalized
Consider the scalar and spinor eld matter elds coupled to gravitation and Maxwell


















































































' is the potential term and Q means the generalized charge.







'+    = 0 (15)
and the dynamics is veried on local Lorentz manifold again.
Model SO(N) coupled to gravity
The interest in this model is formal. There appear magnetic monopoles of t'Hooft-
Polyakov coupling to gravitational eld.
Suppose that '
a












is the transformation matrix and it satises the condition R
+
R = 1.






















the SO(N) will be calibrated by equation (16) and we need to change again the derivative
@
























are generators of SO(N) group and A
I

(x) are the non abellian vector potentials.

























































where f means the dimensionless coupling constant, R in the last term is the scalar
curvature and F
I



















We dene now  
a
as a spinor-vector eld with  = 1; 2; 3; 4 and a = 0; 1; 2; 3. The

























are continuously varying parameters. The rst part on right hand side being
responsible for spin-1 and the second part being associated with spin eld 1=2 and 3=2.
The spin 1=2 can be eliminated consistently by a symmetry of the free lagrangean [5].
Thus,  
a
shall describe a pure spin 3=2.
It appears in supergravity [5] as a fermionic mediator of the gravitational interaction.
































is a Dirac's matrix. We can





























where  is a spinor eld. As in the case of the fermionic eld the Rarita-Schwinger eld
generates torsion [5].
The interaction between gravitation and the spinor-vector eld is shown following the















































It is clear that the only dierence between eq. (25) and the other cases is that here  has








[; ] forming a spinor condensity exactly the same way as given in (8).
The Liouville-Vlasov equation with the gravitational
interaction
Finally, we obtain the Liouville-Vlasov equation [3] for the Wigner function of a \spinor













) (q; p) = 0 (27)
where  (q; p) is the Wigner function. Here D

cannot be a covariant derivative including
the curved space-time spin connection unlike the case discussed in [1,3].
9The reason for this is that the coordinate tranformation group of general relativity is
incompatible with the presence of spinor eld and so, incompatible with the appearance
of spin connection B
ab

in curved space-time [2,4].
We can introduce an appropriate covariant derivative in eq. (27) the same way as in
preceding cases. So, considering the tangent space or local Lorentz group we do the same
use of eq. (3) and in all analyzed cases, obtained for D


















where  is the Wigner function associated with a spinor eld coupled to a gauge eld in
a local Lorentz manifold (tangent space). It is well-known that [3]  

(q; p) (q; p) can be
interpreted as the classical distribution function in the relativistic phase space.
We observe that if we wish to include the real eects from gravitational eld in an
approach of general relativity together with the kinetic theory some troubles will appear.
For example: it is clear [3] \that the treatment of transport theory in a curved space-time
background is hidered by the fact that a denition of the Wigner function  (q; p) depends
on the use of the Fourier transform of a space-time correlation function with a translated
argument".
Fourier transformation (nor translation) are globally available in general curved space-
time. On the other hand the symmetry group of general relativity is not compatible with
the presence of spinors or spin connection eld [2] if the Wigner function of a spinor eld
in a curved space time has to be found.
However, as discussed in [3], the construction of Wigner function  (q; p) is still mean-
ingful if carried out in the tangent space as in local Lorentz manifold as applied in our
case. The problem is that the correlation between two points on that manifold is by
an exponential map [3]. Only this way, we can introduce the fermionic eld interacting
10
with the gravitation and to dene an appropriate covariant derivative containing the spin
connection.
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